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CLASS PREPARATION CHECKLIST: 
 

A. Listen to “Facilitator Skills” and “Session 2” messages  

 on the Facilitator audio messages.

B. Pray for each couple by name; pray for God to use you.

C. Prepare the name tags.

D. Bring an award to class.

E. Bring extra pens.

F. Bring a box of facial tissue.

G. Bring ballots to class.

H. Make sure the refreshments are coming.

CLASSROOM SET-UP CHECKLIST:

A. Arrange room furniture for classroom set-up.

B. Eliminate outside viewing of the classroom.

C. Put “Do Not Enter” signs on all doors to the classroom.

D. Write the sharing session questions on the board  

 (see page 14 in the student handbook).
 

IV. FINAL SESSION (35 minutes) (cont.)

V. CONCLUSION (5 minutes)

C. Group affirmation (10 minutes)
  1.   Give everyone 30 seconds to select one person who touched him or her, and thank the person for his or her message, attitude,  
         example, or encouragement.
  2.   Remind everyone to confer with his or her Prayer Notes.
  3.   Keep time on each person to avoid going over time.
  4.   If your time runs out before the entire group has an opportunity to affirm another, stop the activity anyway.
  5.   This is your way of motivating them to complete their homework!
 
D.  Closing Activity: Group encouragement (15 minutes)
  1.   Tell each row to circle their chairs.
  2.   Give each small group three seconds to select a small group leader. (The only responsibility is to keep the group on task; there  
         are no group reports.)
  3.   The small group leader selects one person and asks the rest of the group to respond to the first question in relation to the  
           person selected.
  4.   Ask the group the same question regarding each group member, including the small group leader.
  5.   The small group leader repeats the same process with the second question.

THE TWO QUESTIONS:
  1.   “What strengths do you see in _____ that will enable him/her to strengthen their marriage?” (7 minutes)
  2.   “What attributes do you see in ______ that will enable him/her to keep working through the material even when the material  
         brings discomfort or disagreement into his or her home?” (7 minutes)

A.   “What did you learn tonight?”
 
B.   “Tell me something good you learned about yourself, your spouse, or your marriage.”
 
C.   Give a brief, encouraging pep talk.

D.   Lead or call on someone to lead a closing prayer.


